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Dear Legislator.
On behalf of my constituents in the 26 th Senate Legislative District of New York, I encourage you to support
legislation to end pigeon shoots in Pennsylvania. It is my understanding that Pennsylvania openly hosts these
events where captive birds are released or launched from boxes and shot within a ring for prizes and money.
Unfortunately, it is not only Pennsylvania that is affected, the constant demand for animals to supply these events
has spurred an associated animal cruelty issue in New York State in the fonn of pigeon poaching.
These poaching activities present an undue law enforcement challenge within my district, the Upper East Side of
New Yark City, and other areas within the city. Capturing or netting pigeons is illegal, yet within my district
residents repeatedly witness individuals scattering seed or bait for birds, throwing a net over the animals and
placing these birds in the back of vehicle. The birds are then kept in crowded conditions and transported across
state lines to shoots in Pennsylvania.
If the Pennsylvania pigeon shoot market for live birds to target in these competitions were ended through
legislation, these pigeon nettings would undoubtedly dramatically decline and most likely, cease. I know of no
other economic incentive for individuals to capture thousands of pigeons at a time, repeatedly throughout the year
in New York. In fact, New York bannned captive live pigeon shoots in 1874.
As you might imagine, our city's law enforcement bodies would rather spend their time and resources on priorities
that do not include investigating frequent reports of pigeon capture.
Finally, the cruelty inherent in shooting launched animals that do not have an opportunity to escape the gun and
knowing that it is our own state's wildlife killed in such a manner, is quite distressing to my constituents who value
the humane treatment of animals. Again, I urge you to pass legislation before the fall shoot season starts again and
increases the demand for our birds.
I thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
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State Senator
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